
arrangement of circuits, as in 1273-1293. The number of circuits
varied between five and ten; central court justices returned to
staff them with the salaried commissioners.

Followingthe act 4 Edward III, c. 2, dealing with assize

and gaol delivery commissioners and keepers of the peace, the
Circuit Assize Commissions that issued on 19 Dec. 1330 established

six circuits which, with two later modifications of their content
and the addition to them of those cities and boroughs that became
counties of themselves, endured until the mid-19th century. The
phraseology of the Commissions of 1293 stood very close to the
finally standardized form, which seems to have been adopted early
in Edward II ?s reign.

Although the rules on sessional dates in Stat. Westminster II
c. 30 were soon modified in practice, they seem to have led to
the emergence once more of the special Assize Commission as a

luxury. The rule limiting the issue of assize writs and commissions

to the appointed circuit commissioners would, of course,
always need to be waived if a commissioner was party to an assize
in his own circuit (cf. below; nos. 245, 422). But several of

the earliest surviving special assize records have writs declaring

that the special Commission was issued to enable the assize

to be taken outside the statutory dates, for good and sufficient

reasons. This development was recognised by the last clause of

the revising act of 1293, which stated that, by special grace,
assizes might be taken other than by the appointed circuit

commissioners. The development, or rather redevelopment, of the
special Assize Commission as a luxury will remain rather obscure

until the Commissions on the Patent Roll dorses of the late 13th
and early 14th century are published, and the trial records

examined. This period is also that which saw the increasing
importance of the Privy Seal warrant as an authority for the
issue of patents.

The form of the special Assize Commission remained that
which had been developed since 1220, and which since 1273 had
remained necessary, as a particular Assize Commission,for all

assizes heard at routine circuit sessions. The only difference
between particular and special commission is that the former
named the circuit commissioners, whereas the latter might name

one or more of them and one or more others. The special

Commissions were always enrolled on the Patent Rolls, except in
those periods of disturbed Chanceryroutine, like the end of

Richard II's reign, when Conmissions of all sorts escaped enrolment.

The particular Commissions continued to be enrolled on

the Intent Rolls until some time in the third quarter of the

14th century; but from an unknown date only a proportion, and

latterly a steadily diminishing proportion, of them as so

enrolled. Without a detailed analysis of Patent Rolls and

Assize Rolls, checking each assize against its Commission, it
is impossible to say when it ceased to be customary to enrol

every particular Assize Commission. A general impression is


